[The study on the inueraction of FCLA with human serum albumin with spectroscopy techniques].
It is very important to detect reactive oxygen species (ROS) in biologic and medicinal research. FCLA, the Fluoresceinyl Cypridina Luciferin Analog, is a high sensitivity probe of detecting singlet oxygen and superoxide anions. The FCLA molecule can react with ROS and, after a series of reactions that result in the release of additional chemical energy, releases photons. Depending on the probe used, the photons are typically in visible wavelength range and easily measurable with conventional optical detectors. The binding reaction of FCLA with human serum albumin (HSA) was studied with spectroscopy techniques. It was found that HSA fluorescence was partially quenched by FCLA. The binding constants were obtained with quenching results. According to the Forster energy transfer mechanism, the energy efficiency and the distance between FCLA and HSA were calculated. Then it was found that static quenching was the main binding reaction between FCLA and HSA, and the energy transfer caused the HSA fluorescence quenching and the FCLA fluorescence producing. By studying the binding reaction of FCLA with HSA by spectroscopy techniques, this research proved the transfer style of FCLA and the interaction mechanism in the body. The results will offer some good advises about the ROS detection with the chemiluminesence probe in vivo. Meanwhile, it will also provide a new means to study pharmacokinetics and some basic theories about the medicine transfer in the body.